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1. Recollectio~l of Krlo\vr~ Facts 
Let X be a complex manifold, D c  cX a relatively compact open subset 
of X with smooth boundary. We actually will assume 
where (b is a Cm f~~nct ion  o X and d 4  # 0 on dD = 6 - D. 
Let .Y(D) = HO(D,B) the space of holomorpl~ic functions on D and Iet 
so E dD. We wilI say that f E X"(D) is (hoIomorphically) exte~zdible over 
zo if there exists a neighborhood V(zo) of z, and j '~; /e(~ IJ V(z,)) with 
f 1, = f .  
The do~nain D is called a domain of 11oIomorphy (a good donlain of 
holomorpl~y) if for each zo ~ a D 3 f ' ~ j / i ( D )  not extendible over so (and 
X(D) separate points). 
T h e  Theorenz o j 'E .  E .  Levi asserts tllat if D is a clon~ain of holotlzorphy 
the11 the kernlitinn jorm 
(s, local coordinates at zo) 
110s no ~ ~ e g a t i o e  eige~lvahle. 
The Levi problem asks if condition (*) is sufficient to ensure that D is 
a domain of holomorpl~y. 
An exanlple of Grauert shows that this is not the case unless 9($)ITSO 
is non degenerate. He has proved 
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Theorem of Grauert [4]. 1fD satisfies (*) and 3'(1$)1~=~ is non  degenerate 
tlzen D is a doinnin of holonzorplzy. 
(Moreover if 4 can be chosen so that 9 ( 4 )  > 0 on a11 of the D tilet1 D 
is a good domain of l~olomorphy.) 
2. Extension to Higlzer Coholnology Groups 
Let 9 be a locally free sheaf 011 X ,  for example, 9 = 0 or 4 = R" 
the sheaf of holomorphic d-forms. 
We will callD a d-domain of holomorphy (for 9) if Q z ,  E dD 3t E w " ( D , ~ )  
which is not extendible over z,.: (The notion of extendibility being as that 
for Ha .) 
Levi Theorem [I]. If D is  a d-dornnin of lzolonzorplzy ( f o r  a locally 
free slzea] 9) then Qz,  E aD 
in 95P(I$I TzO ilumber of rzegatiue eigeizval~les 5 d 
(:%Id 
3'(4)  IT,^ nurnber of positive eigerzvalues 5 12-d- 1 . 
One can consider the d-Levi-problem and as before the Grauert example 
shows that for it to be solvable we have to assume that Vz,  E aD Y(4 )  l T z 0  
is non degenerate. Actually then one can prove the following: 
Theorem [I]. I f  D satisfies and 9(4) lT*o is izon degenerate 
Vz ,  E D  then D is a d-domain of ltolonzorplty jor  aizy locally free s h e d .  
A domain D satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem will be called 
strictly d -co iz~ex .  
If 4 can be chosen so that ,.Y(I$) has at least 11-d positive eigenvalues on 
D then D will be called strictly d-complete, 
Remarks. We cannot taIk about good $-domains of holomorphy since 
a cohomoIogy class cannot be evaluated at a point. 
It is this gap that has somehow motivated the considerations of the next 
section. 
3. Holonzorphic Convexi ty  ai?d Cycles  
(a) We recall that D is called holoinorphically convex if for any di- 
vergent sequence {x,) c D we can find f~ 2 ( D )  with 
Moreover if ;/f(D) separate points on D then D is called Izolomorphically 
complete. 
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Let us consider the following space 
c,~(D) = { C n,p, ( n, integer 2 0, almost all ni = 0, p, ED) 
where the union is disjoint union and D'" = s-fold symmetric product. 
The space c:(D) is an analytic space and we have a natural linear 
map : 
p, :  Ho(D,O) -, H"(c,~(D), 0)  
Note that holomorphic convexity (completeness) of D implies holo- 
morphic convexity (completeness) of c:(D) and these properties are already 
exhibited by im po . 
(b) Let us assume that X is a projective algebraic manifold. Let 
c:(D) = ( x n , ~ ,  ( n, integers 2 0, almost all 0 ,  A; irreducible 
compact analytic subset of D, dim,A, = d) .  
It is known that c:(D) has a natural weakly normal structure of a locally 
algebraic variety. (Weakly normal means that continuous functions hoIo- 
morphic at non singular points are holomorphic.) 
Example 1. D = X = P,(C), d = rz- 1 then 
Exarnple 2. D = P,,(C) - pt., d = n - 1 then 
c,: , (D) = cnu C (n:2)-l" + ,  
Let us take as analogue of Ho(D,O) the space H'(D,Q~). Given 
ir E H~(D,Q'), this is represented by a Cm form 4" of type (d, d ) ,  t74dd = 0 
given up to the addition of a a of a C ""form p of type ( d ,  d- 1). 
By a theorem of Lelong VCEC:(D), exists and moreover 
J"c8pdd-1 = 0 ,  thus 
is a welI-defined function on c ~ ( D ) .  
Theorem [Z ] .  1) The futlction <(c) is holornot.phic so that toe get a 
linear map 
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2) If D is strictly d-convex tlzerz for any divergeilt seqtience {c,) in 
c:(D) we cat1 Jirzd t E H ~ ( D , ~ * )  such that 
3) I f  D is strictly d-complefe then given c , ,  c, E c:(D), c,  # c, exists 
5 E H~(D,  a d )  with 
This theorem tells us therefore that if D is strictly d-convex then 
c:(D) is l~olomorphical1y convex and if moreover D is d-complete then 
cT(D) is 11oIomorphically complete. 
(c) These results can be extended to manifolds X without boundary 
when these are union of increasing sequences of strictly d-convex (d-com- 
plete) domains which satisfy a certain Runge condition. 
In particular if X is obtained by removi~lg from a compact projective 
algebraic manifold Z a no11 singular subvariety Y of codimension d + 1 
which is a complete intersection, then X has the properties of strictIy d-com- 
plete domains. 
The map 
already produces infinitely many holomorphic functions 011 C:(X); but 
in general it is not injective. 
To  describe the kernel of p, it turns out necessary to  discard as negligible 
all finite dimensional vector spaces (which is a "class" of abelian groups 
in the sense of Serre [5]). Then one can prove the following: 
Theorem [3J. For X of the type described above, the sequence: 
is @-exact (i.e., imd n kerp, is of -finite codimeilsion in kerp, and imd). 
The above theorem clearly suggests that we have started our considera- 
tions with the wrong type of groups. The most appropriate appear to  be 
the Aeppli group 
- 
&x{Add(x) ? A""+' 
vdd(x) = - ( X ) )  
8 ~ d d - l  (X) f aAd - ' d(x) 
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(Ars (X)  = Cw(r.,s) forms on X). Indeed then the integration gives a map 
j/f being the sheaf of germs of pluriharmonic (complex valued) functions. 
Tllen for a X as above Po is a (I)-ii~jective map [3]. 
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